Montreal H3C 3G1
December 31, 1973

Professor H. Fiegel
5601 Dupont Avenue S.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55419
USA.

Dear H.,

I am delighted to learn that you are in a good production mood despite your health problem. (It is not that your Geist can overcome your Leib, but that one part of your body has kept younger than the other. Fortunately for us all!)

As you know, the Schlick book is in galleys. They will start working on the F-B introduction as soon as they receive it.

The LEP has come almost to a stop. The Springer people here rejected a number of interesting offers — among them your volume, one proposed by KRF, and another by myself. Publishers (and editors!) are Besserverwissers.

Best wishes for 1974 from your admirer and friend.

Mario Bunge
Professor

P.S. Thanks for your kind words about my recent papers. I expound my theories of meaning and truth in a book MS which won't find a publisjer too early; for it is neither Wittgensteinian nor Carnapian nor Tarskian. (Nor is it Popperian, since KRF despises the very problem of meaning.)